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The composing of Undang-Undang Nomor 30 tahun 2002 tentang Komisi Pemberantasan Tindak Pidana Korupsi (UU KPK) is purposed to optimize the elimination of corruption acts in Indonesia that has not been optimum so far. This thesis studies how the history of criminal justice system law development is, particularly about corruption acts, whether the putting of UU KPK into effect has avoided the overlapping of investigation authority about corruption acts, and whether the law formulation has really been optimum. This thesis is based on a legal research.

In the history of criminal justice system about corruption acts, the corruption acts in criminal acts area get continuously innovated development of view and treatment. Nevertheless, in the UU KPK the overlapping of investigation authority of corruption acts between the police and the attorney has not been solved. In addition, new formulation has not been fully optimal as well. It happens because there is no synchronization between the UU KPK with the criminal justice system. It causes the discrimination and the uncertainty of law, whereas there is no effective solution of the past obstacles in the UU KPK.
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